Thank you to our scholarship donors. Your investment in our students in the College of Natural Sciences means more than just financial support. It also shows our students that someone believes in them and their dreams – this is especially important this year as we all live through unprecedented times due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

In the College of Natural Sciences, we study the foundational sciences – from how individual cells work, to complex statistical analysis, to the fundamental building blocks of the universe. The expertise that our students gain will be applied to every other field of study. When they graduate, our students are prepared to pursue careers that will transform the future of science and the future of our society. Your scholarship donations have allowed our students to focus on their education and pursue critical research and internship opportunities.

Thank you for your support and continued investment in our college.

JAN NERGER
Dean, College of Natural Sciences

“The support this scholarship provides will one day allow me to provide others with similar support!”

NATHAN KLISCH
COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJOR

“I am so grateful to be the recipient of this scholarship, but I am mostly thankful for your encouragement of CSU students.”

MEGAN WONG
PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR

A MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN

SPOTLIGHT ON COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS

250 scholarships awarded annually

$861,747 total dollars awarded from donor philanthropy

POWER OF CSU COLLECTIVE GIVING
(based on June 30, 2020, data)

$50 average gift size
7,300 donors supporting scholarships

$40.3M total dollars awarded from donor philanthropy

89% graduation rate of students who receive scholarships

SCHOLARSHIPS IMPACT REPORT
FALL 2020 – SPRING 2021
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